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FIRST SEMESTER EVENTS

MOCK PLACEMENTS, 18-6-2015 --21-7-2015

With an intention to give all the students an experience , MOCK
PLACEMENTS were organised to help the students  tackle their
fear and also to prepare better for it. 233 students participated
in the first round out of which 71 were selected for second and
30 qualified for the final round.

Every round was conducted with the same intensity as in any
other placement program. All the judges invited were
professionals from different fields. The final round was judged by
members from SEED INFOTECH.

Three rounds were conducted:-
1. Aptitude Tests.
2. Group Discussions.
3. Personal Interviews.

Student participated with  great enthusiasm and the
following students proved their excellence .

1. Prerna Warrier.
2. Basanti Pun.
3. Ravikant Gupta.
4. Bhavana Yadav.





TECHNICAL POSTER MAKING, 20-7-2015

This event was conducted with an intention to upbring the
students research, presentation skills to light. The students
prepared a flex poster after thorough research on the given
topic and were asked to present it. The students participated
actively and it helped them to voice their opinions more
confidently.

Winners:
1. Nikita Mhatre and group
2. Piyush Jagtap and group.
3. Pranav Chaudhari and group.



BITFEST, 02-09-2015--03-09-2015

This semester also witnessed the very first Fest by the
department of I.T. & C.S. Which was a huge success. 



SECOND SEMESTER EVENTS

SOCIAL EVENTS

BALAKALAKAAR, 20-15-2015

AIESEC in Navi Mumbai organized "Balakalakaar " , an event
that looked into the simple pleasures of childhood that many
underprivileged children missed out because of the poverty and
hunger that engulfed their lives.
The Computer Association feels proud that it was also a part of
the noble cause. The main event was on 20th December, held at
Dr. Pillai Global Academy, Panvel, where around 400
underprivileged kids came together for a day full of fun, learning
and happiness. Along with financially contributing for the event,
the members of CA actively volunteered, teaching and playing
with the kids. It was an amazing experience for the volunteers to
witness the innocent smiles. 







RADDI DRIVE, 21-12-15

The members of CA organised a donational drive where in the
students and teachers brought old newspapers.The drives was a
huge success as we got a great response. The money collected
after selling these newspapers was used to provide snacks to the
needy. 
 
This drive itself was very unique and the students were very
delighted to see smiles on the faces of poor.


